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NFI and Emergency Shelter 
ASSESSMENT / VERIFICATION REPORT Field with (*) is mandatory 

 

1. General Information 
 Type of Activities*   
Alert Date*: December 2016  ASSESSMENT (please tick)   

Assessment/Verification Date*: January 26 – February 
02, 2017 VERIFICATION (please tick)   
Report Date*: February 07, 2017   

2. Location Information 
State* Unity State  
County* Panyijar  
Payam* Ganyiliel   
Exact location/Boma* Patuor, Dekom and Panhial  
GPS Coordinates Location:  Latitude: Longitude: 

Patuor  N 07°24‘30.58“ E030°28‘33.71“ 

Dekom  N 07°21‘32.45“ E030°27‘22.80“ 

Panhial  N 07°23‘21.87“ E 030°27‘30.02“ 
 

Site/settlement Type* 
PoC ☐  Collective Centres ☐ Spontaneous settlements☐ 

Host Communities   Others (specify) ________________☐ 

Displacement Type* Conflict affected   Disaster affected☐ Other (Specify) _____________ ☐ 

3. Team Details* 
Name Organization Title Contacts: Email/Mobile/Sat 

Phone 
Hussein Mandi Intersos  S/NFI ERT Member  husseinmahmood2@gmail.com  

Asuka Rose  Intersos  S/NFI ERT Member  roseasuka2013@gmail.com  

Maliamungu Christopher   Intersos  S/NFI ERT Member  malichrist80@gmail.com  

David Yoak AMA Youth Officer yoak.david72@gmail.com  

4. Summary of Population Type / Numbers 
A. Total population resident in area 

-Ref Census to County level 
51,000 Individual according to 2008 census. According to 
SSRRA right now there are 120,000 Individuals, including 
the new IDPs arrived after July 2016. 
 

B. Number of IDPs/Returnees/Host Community* 
 

New IDPs           3,666 HHs, 22,000 Individuals (according to SSRRA) 
Protracted IDPs    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 

Returnees    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Host Communities/Protracted IDPs   ______HHs, 99,000 Individuals (according to SSRRA) 
Others (e.q. New IDPs & Returnees) ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals, ______HH  ______Individuals 

Please include brief narrative on following 
- Reference/sources – Can be multiple 
- If returnee, in transit, stranded, or final 

destination? Organised or spontaneous? 
-Do registration list/s already exist? Made by 
whom? 

According to the data received from the SSRRA, there are 
22000 Individual IDPs. 
The new IDPs started arriving in Ganyiliel in July 2016, 
coming from their areas of origin (Leer, Koch, Bentiu, 
Mayendit, Pangak, Rupcony and Lakes state) due to 
conflicts/violences. 
According to the local authorities, the registration list of 
the new IDPs is available at SSRRA Offices, but the team 
was not able to receive copy of that. 

http://sheltersouthsudan.org/
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C. Total number in need of shelter/NFI assistance* 
New IDPs       614 HHs, 3,598 Individuals (verified by the team) 
Protracted IDPs    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 

Returnees    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 

Host Communities   ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 

Others (e.q. New IDPs & Returnees) ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals, ______HH  ______Individuals 

Please include brief narrative on following 
- Are above figures verified? 
- Is the list of people in needs available? 

 
 
 

After the assessment was completed, the team agreed 

with the communities and the local authorities to target 

only the most vulnerable within the new IDPs: Female 

headed household, lactating/pregnant women, persons 

with disabilities and Elderly (60+). 

A total of 614 HHs (3,598 Individuals) are in Need of 

NFIs according to the verification conducted by the 

team.  

The list of verified beneficiaries is available at Intersos 

office.   

5. Situation Overview 
-Note any prior assessments (eg IRNA) and attach to this report 
-If no prior assessment has been done. summarize information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 1  
 
FSL assessment has been conducted by CRS on December 2016, the report is attached to the email. 
 
INTERSOS and AMA team, supported by locally hired data collectors, translators and enumerators, conducted the 
assessment on January 26-29, while the verification/registration took place on January 31 – February 02.  
Due to restrictions by the local authorities regarding the usage of communication devices, the team was not able to 
get freely access to internet. The findings of the assessment were communicated to Intersos S/NFI Project manager 
by satellite phone, since it was not possible to send the written report by email. After having received the go ahead 
by the S/NFI Cluster on February 02nd, the team started immediately the verification/registration. 
 
According to SSRRA the current population of Greater Ganyiliel is 99,000 Individuals (Host communities and 
protracted IDPs) and 22,000 Individuals of new IDPs. After the assessment, however, the team agreed with the 
communities and local authorities to target only the most vulnerable within the new IDPs, by also considering the 
positive coping mechanisms put already in place in the area by the HC and the IDPs. 
 

Below the table of new IDPs in need of S/NFI assistance verified and registered by the team: 
 
The new IDPs started coming from July 2016, and at the moment they are well integrated into the host community. 
During household interviews and focus group discussions, IDPs said that they came from Leer, Koch, Bentiu, 
Mayendit, Pangak, Rupcony and Lake state (Amongping) escaping the clashes erupted in those areas, by also 
mentioning the Ganyiliel area is considered very safe. 
Host communities confirmed they are willing to assist the IDPs, but they also have limited resources. Hence there 
is good relationship between the IDPs and the Host Community. 

 
IDPs 
Locations 

HOUSEHOLD                                                    INDIVIDUALS  VULNERABILITY 
Total        Total  0-18 years  19-59 

years  
   60+ Total (without 

considering 
FHH as 
vulnerability) 

M  F C M  F  M  F  M  F  M  F  

Patuor 8 311 0 985 1135 833 731 139 369 13 35 251 
Dekom 6 162 0 434 552 365 329 42 150 27 73 150 
Panhial 29 97 1 233 259 171 130 10 83 52 46 77 
Total  43 570 1 1652 1946 1369 1190 191 602 92 154 478 
 614 3598        

http://sheltersouthsudan.org/
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90% of the new IDPs HHs visited by the team were pregnant/lactating women, female HHs, persons with disability 
and elderly (60+). 
During HHs interviews 75% of the IDPs said they are willing to go back to their places of origin once peace is 
restored. 
 
IRC, focal agency in Ganyiliel, is on the ground running several programs: 

- Health services through clinic 
- Nutrition programs 
- General protection related activities 

 
AMA, also based in Ganyiliel, are running programs for: 

- GBV and women centers where they train them on income generating activities (e.g.  Preparing tea, food and 
hand crafts). 

- Peace building, in particular for revenge killings and cattle raids 
- FSL 
- AMA also provided NFIs like Plastic sheets, fish nets and hooks, Soap and mosquito nets to 150 HHs new IDPs 

in Ganyiliel in August 2016, while in June 2016 distributed food and NFIs, targeting around 1500 HHs within 
host communities and protracted IDPs arrived in the area since 2013. 

 
OXFAM team, not based in Ganyiliel, was on the ground for conducting awareness campaign for WASH. 
Also Mercy Corps is based in Ganyiliel, probably dealing with health. 
 
None of the new IDPs interviewed during FGD and HHs interviews declared to have received food assistance since 
they arrived in the area, but the team found Welt Hunger Hilfe is also on the ground running FSL activities, by also 
including the new IDPs into their programs, while is not clear when the last GFD has been carried out in the area. 
 
According to UNOCHA, however, a biometric registration for GFD in the whole Panyijiar county is already planned 
to be conducted by WFP during the month of February 2017. 
  
6. Summary of Shelter/NFI Situation 
-Summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 2 
-Include maps and photographs where relevant 
- Include any information gathered on community and intra-household gender dynamics, as related to shelter and 
NFI 
 
The type of local Shelters used by the local population is Rakuba and Tukul, while few temporary shelters have been 
also observed. 
The average number of people sleeping in each shelter is 6 Individuals according to the observations and interviews 
made by the assessment team. 
The number of shelters per household is 2-4 among the Host community. 
 
Most of the new IDPs received direct support from the host community in terms of accommodation, while the others 
are actually settled in temporary shelters made by local materials as payrus, reeds and platic sheets, which have 
been collected by themselves or supported by the HC to collect.  
 
Hence there is no reported cases of IDPs sleeping outside or under a tree. 
The team observed few quantities of livestock, in particular goats and chicken, while the area is plenty of fish. The 
communities also have cattles, not actually present in Ganyiliel due to seasonal migration. 
The area is plenty of trees, elephant grass and swamps, where the local community can easily get poles reeds and 
papyrus for shelters. 
Most of the households visited lack essential NFI items like mosquito nets, Blankets, Kanga, kitchen sets and 
Sleeping mat. In this period, in particular, the temperature during the night is quite cold (it could reach around 20 
celsius degrees), but few blankets have been observed.  
Most of the households are leaving in un hygienic situation due to open defecation, lack of community latrines and 
wash items like buckets, Jerry cans and hygiene kits.  

http://sheltersouthsudan.org/
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Some coping mechanisms have been observed and referred by the respondents, like the large use of papyrus as 
mat, sharing of tools and cooking utensils, use of fabrics for protecting by the mosquitoes, production of hand-made 
pots etc. 
 
During market survey the team saw that local shelter materials (like poles, elephant grass, reeds and papyrus) and 
some NFIs are available and accessible, although most of the respondents replied these items are too expensive for 
them, in particular for the IDPs. Some of the NFIs sold (mosquito nets, kitchen sets and IOM bags) are from Shelter-
NFI Cluster pipeline, and according to the traders they got most of these items from Juba or Bentiu.  
Below are the price of the local shelter materials and NFIs sold  at the market: 

Shelter: 
No   Material  Unit (s) Price (ssp) 
1 Poles 1pcs 150 ssp 
2 Grass Bundle  250 ssp 
3 Rids Bundle  15 ssp 
4 Papyrus  1pcs 250 ssp 
 
NFIs:  
No NFIs Unit Price (ssp) 
1 Saucepan  1 pc 400 ssp 
2 Plates 1 pc 30 ssp 
3 Cup 1 pc 20 ssp 
4 Spoon 1 pc 10 ssp 
5 IOM bag 1 bag 250 ssp 
6 Mosquito net 1 pc 200 ssp 
7 Papyrus mat 1 pc 250 ssp 
8 Buckets 1 pc 600 ssp 

                                                                              
                                                                                  Meeting with local leaders               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                   
                                                                                     Focus Group discussions 
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                                                                                 HH interviews and observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                        Shelter materials available 
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                        Fabric used as mosquito net                                                               Hand-made pots 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
                                                                                                 Market survey  
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7. Assessment/Verification Methodology  
-Which assessment/verification methods did you use and why (eg household interview, focus group discussion, shelter 
observation inside and out, market survey) 
-If verifying, are you working from an existing list, or are you creating a list from scratch? 
-How many interviews/FGDs/observations did you conduct? What questions did you ask and why? 
-Did you use sampling techniques? If so, please describe. 
-Is there any information you feel less confident about?If so why? 
 
Intersos NFIs team in consultation with AMA, SSRRA and Local Leaders (chief) developed assessment plans for 
Patuor, Dekom and Panhial in Ganyiliel Payam, targeting the new IDPs from Leer, Koch, Bentiu, Mayendit, Pangak, 
Rupcony and Lake state (Amongping). 
The team conducted: 

- Interviews with NGOs on ground (IRC and AMA), SSRRA and Local Leaders (chiefs), in order to get the key 
information; 

- Interviews of 60 HHs new IDPs in the three Bomas in Ganyiliel, using random sampling; 
- HH interviews for 5 Host Communities’ households; 
- Physical observations inside and outside the shelters to confirm the NFIs available and the status of the 

shelters; 
- 5 FGDs with female from both IDPs and Host community; 
- Market survey. 

 
During the verification/registration the team distributed tokens to the HHs and include them in new registration 
lists, which are available at Intersos office in Juba. 
The team used standard needs assessment questionnaires and tools for Shelter NFIs Cluster during the exercises.            
       

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is recommended: 
Define targeting criteria  
-need/vulnerability (if vulnerability, define 
vulnerability categories) 

The team in consultation with AMA, SSRRA and Local Leaders 
worked together to identify the New IDPs. 
The team and relevant stakeholders agreed for targeting only 
Female headed households, lactating/pregnant women, 
persons with disabilities, Elderly (60+) within the new IDPs. 
 

Specify items to be distributed  
-Number and type per household – NFI/ES, full kits, 
loose items 
-Specify if quantity of items distributed will vary by 
household size 

Based on the physical observations and interviews conducted 
during the assessment, the team recommends the following 
loose items to be distributed. 
The quantity to be distributed should not vary according to 
the HH sizes, since it is very likely the beneficiaries will 
continue to share their supplies also with the HC, in particular 
those that are receiving direct support by the HC. 
 
 No Items Quantity 

per HH 
1 Mosquito net 2 pcs 
2 Kitchen set  Half set  
3 Blanket 2 pcs 
4 Kanga  1 pc 
5 buckets 1 pc 

Key considerations for distribution  
-Eg access, logistics, security and protection 
concerns, push/pull, stakeholders/partners to work 
with 

The airstrip is clean and landable for both Helicopters and 
fixed wings. 
There is the possibility for storing the items at IRC compound: 
no warehouses available, but there is space for safely put the 

http://sheltersouthsudan.org/
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items at open air inside the compound, to be protected by 
plastic sheets. 
The distribution site could be near the airstrip, at the 
premises of Welt Hunger Hilfe compound, which is a safe and 
large site, used for most of the distribution in the area. 
The security in Ganyiliel is good, but there are some 
restrictions by the local authorities regarding the usage of 
communication assets, which seems anyway they have been 
sorted out. 
Protection partners should be involved during the 
distribution: IRC should be available to support for this 
purpose. 

 
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is not recommended: 
Summarise reasons and propose next steps, if 
any 
-egreferral to other clusters 

 

 
 

NENEXT STEPSXT STEPS 

Immediate next steps Timeline Who is responsible 
 

Distribution 
 

As soon as possible  S/NFI Cluster partners 

 
Please submit to scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com 
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